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hel:strong periodic driving in isolatedquantum systems &
↳iGeneral properties
Li
frequency lattice
↳Phenomena ·s Optical lattices (eg of Hamiltonian eng.)

-> Rabioscillations
->Thouless pump

H(t) = Ho t H,(w,t)

↓ periodically varying
static Hamiltonian

H,(w,t) =H,(w,t + 2H)

Id,t) F1,(w,t) =0.

Concrete-mples:1) Atoms driven by an electric field

andendingwaveasseted
in

e) mx) 17 1, microwave carity/circuit - GED
system.

superconducting
qubit

9)

ct=c+c,a parametrically driven

oscillator.

!

Ex2: Physics captured by a driven 2-level system

2 Aco (w,t) x

I
H =wEz + 2Acw,twx

ex itwa
Even thissimple model isnot solvable.Nevertheless, weeasily
can make headway using general properties + perturbative calculations.

Ifthere are formal solutions to the quantizedmodel)



General
②

-uties

⑪ isnot conserved.Energy

- =-2Aw, sin(w,t) wx(t)

(x(0)/1X101) =-2Aw, sin(wit) <x10) 12x 1H / X10)>

↓ e

initial state generically non-zero.
->For the same reason (4) to
->In a few-level system, energy is bounded.One can

construct time-dependentconserved quantities.
->In a many-body system/ for systems of oscillators, the

energy can grow unboundedly.

frequency.Boquet at-thermalion
downthepen is to drive at high

⑪ Expect linear response for weak driving:sufficiently small drive

amplitudes

->irsmost
e

same

I ↳
at the

frequency
as the

drive

complex susceptibility

Formula for X(W.) from time-dependentperturbation theory
to first order in A.

xH(t)

I
P(t) =P0 +1p(t)

Ho+ H,(w,t)

it#-m



In our a level system example with po- I4X*) and 0 =2 B

x (w,) =

2 (t+in(w) (
M X(w,)

breaks down

near w, =Wg.I
a,

-"Linear
respe

I
resonance

Non-linear

response
important.

⑦ Floquet theorem (Analog of Block's theorem in crystab).I

Statement: The time-dependent Schrodinger equation for a m-level
--

system

:= H(Wit) 14) (t = 1 henceforth)

with H(w,t) = H(w,t +2π)

has a complete basis of solutions

~Ext
14x(t) > =e 1 k(w,t)) ;x =

1, .. , m.

3:quasi-energies

147, 1%):quasi-energy states

14(w,t)) =10 (w,t+2x)) isa smooth
periodic function.

& 19,10K isa smooth map from the circle
to H.



takeaways: ⑭

① Periodic response in quasi-energy states

<41014a) x

I=
->

24/w,

Contains higher harmonics of the drive frequency. Stronger the

drive, larger the harmonic content

② Quasi-periodic response in generic states

141017 =3 < 14c (0)>

IX) =3 ext 14 (with

so that objerrables (X(t)181X(t)) will involve fundamental

frequencies Ex-up in addition to w,

16147↑
<XCt

it
⑰ The frequency lattice allows for calculation of ye states &

non-linear response.

-The frequency lattice organizes the harmonic content of
1x(w,t)).

* When the drive is dynamical (e.g. for a cavity-RED system),
the frequency lattice sigenstates are eigenstates I the cavity t

qubitsystem.



Let's start with the first way of thinking aboutit. ⑤
12

=

H(w,t) 147

Plug in 144= et lane
- ins, t

H(w,t) = ↳ Im einco,t

e
ramnailon Sabarinding

made

on tourier lattice.

1 andquantized notation

I

142) =3 lan> (n>.

Kum =([nm-Inm4w,) (uxmI

k1r) =Ec 15c

Kiight, bindingHamiltonianxn.niforma dinxal
An
e

↓

Eigenenergies Eigenstates

E, +W,

Esto,

mEar I
I

E, -W,

- Ey -2W,
- E,-zw,

i

"Stark ladder"



In the second wayof looking at the frequency lattice ⑥
In) =a photon state of drive.

-) ⑤ 1 -> m
qubil cavity in

cavity OED a coherentdriven qubit
state

Action1 i

->Physics of optical lattices from off-resonant drives

W, wq(SF(detuning)
=(w,-wal A

↓

AtomicLearfreg
- (move thisDiagonalt

I
I picture ups

I
kisanamplita.e
Detuning hopping -> treat

hopping perturbatively.
quasi-energiesM

Quagi-energy gap

=We-
A A [O·it 4 ↓ 10

This is also called theAC

stark shift



Optical lattice:Ais position dependent because the laser field&
is a standing wave.

Quasi-energy
↑ !

1>

/ (blue detuned)
2SayheIt x

node

Atomy are attracted tonodes in the standing wave in the

Itstate. Theyare attracted to anti-nodes in the I State.

Afication2:
->Physics of gates from resonant drives.

W.,Wg A/A1

EX:p=0. Degratept
x 1)

-
A

Iin in.
*A

Diasas"wit,I
--

7

18-3
-

I A

#
U

-

It>in) and IT In+1 have the same diagonal energy.

Degenerate perturbation theory ->

-*
=2A

101) =t1(n+1>
R

When
you work out the dynamics starting from /x10) ) =147



SNEY I I Rabi oscillations ⑧

"
Ifyou stop the drive at t =sHadamardgate.

~
P

-- - t= X gate.
Apation 3:Thoules pump (1981)

I Insulating wire pumps charge at an average ratequantized
X

2π -

Period.

t

Iitisaconfiguration
backtoitselfin

- E the bulk

- Charge transferred acros

the wire ina

·zaas a re period
=1 -gas."

Regine:w, instantanemegimeand gap of the insulator

The origin of this effectcan be easily understood on the

frequency lattice thatwe will introduce in lecture 2.

If we don'tcome back to it, remind me!


